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ABSTRACT
THE NATURE OF DIFFERENT OFFERINGS IN
BEGINNING TYPEWRITING
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: This study examined the nature of
the different offerings in beginning typewriting* Specific¬
ally, this paper is concerned with the following research
questions:
1# What are the objectives and organization of offer¬
ings in beginning typewriting?
2* What methods and procedures are used in teaching
beginning typewriting?
3* What are some of the implications of the psychology
of skill building in the teaching of beginning
typewriting?
PROCEDURE: This study was completed through the review of
recent literature in the field of business education* Period¬
icals, professional magazines, professional books, research
results, monographs, and textbooks were examined to determine
the views of authorities, writers, and teachers in this field.
CONCLUSIONS: Some of the primary conclusions reached in the
study are:
1* Different classes in beginning typewriting are not
necessary to meet the needs of personal-use and
vocational-use students*
2. There are probably more efficient arrangements and
schedules for learning the skill of typewriting
than the traditional one hour one-day-a-v/eek plan*
3* Although rhythm is an important factor in skill
building, the rhythm provided by typing to music
in which each stroke is made at exactly the same
rate is not desirable for teaching typewriting*
4* It is more desirable to distribute practice over
a wide variety of material than spend an equal
amount of time on a few words or sentences*
RECOMMENDATIONS: It vrf.ll be necessary for teachers to become
acquainted with and understand those principles of learning
and skill building that contribute to the greatest growth in
skill in the shortest amount of time. In order to be of value,
these principles must be effectively translated and applied as
teaching methods in the classroom* Additional research must
be carried on to find more effective and efficient methods of
teaching typewriting including informal research by the type¬
writing teacher in the classroom.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The original aim of business education in the early
high school was to prepare pupils to hold positions in the
business world#

As time passed* additional objectives

appeared and more and more nonbusiness students began to
study business courses with the idea of taking them for their
own personal use#
Today, typewriting is especially popular vdth nonbusiness pupils and is probably selected by more students
than any other subject#

In Pennsylvania, enrollment in type¬

writing increased by 14,5^0 from 1956-57 to 1956-59#

anc

*

California the enrollment in junior high typewriting increased
from 29,415 in 1954 to 30,145 in 1956# (26)
Nolan and Hayden (22) indicate that from the standpoint
of enrollment, typewriting is the most important subject in
the business curriculum and the percentage of students who
will enroll will continue to increase#

It has been estimated

that one out of every four high school students will enroll
in a typewriting course and that over ninety per cent of the
high schools will offer typewriting.
Two reasons given by Nolan and Hayden (22) for the
popularity of typewriting are a) typewriting is one of the
basic subjects needed by all business employees, and b)
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typewriting is the most useful business subject to non¬
business students.
Everyone has a need for learning to type as a means
of personal convenience according to Russon and Wanous (32):
A definite trend can be seen in the idea that
everyone should learn to type as a personal conven¬
ience and as a tool of expression. The important
place of communication in general education, plus the
finding that the typewriter increases the ability to
, express, have combined to bring this about.
The increasing popularity of typewriting and the trend
toward offering it as a personal-use subject have led to its
being offered in the elementary grades, junior high schools,
senior high schools, colleges, and adult evening classes.

Statement of the Problem
Since typewriting is being taught at many levels of
our educational system at the present time, it is the purpose
of this paper to examine the nature of the different offerings
in beginning typewriting, their objectives and organization,
and the methods and procedures used at the various levels.
A secondary purpose of this investigation is to reviev;
the principles of skill building as they relate to typewriting
instruction, particularly those elements which develop speed
and accuracy.

These principles serve as a basis for under¬

standing some of the practices and procedures
in the teaching of typewriting.

that are used
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Specifically, this paper is concerned with the follow¬
ing research questionsi
!♦

What are the objectives and organization of
offerings in beginning typewriting?

2*

What methods and procedures aro used in
teaching beginning typewriting?

3»

What are some of the implications of the
psychology of skill building in the teaching
of typewriting?

Procedure
Documentary analysis has been employed as the procedure
throughout this paper*

Whenever possible, primary sources of

information were used in completing this survey*

Secondary

sources were used only when primary sources were not available*
Periodicals, professional magazines, professional books,
research results, monographs, and typewriting textbooks were
examined to determine the views of various authorities, writers,
and teachers in the field of business education*

Limitations
Due to the variety of problems and areas of interest
in the typewriting field, this study was limited to ansv/ering
those questions listed earlier as related to beginning
typewriting*
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This study was also limited to beginning typewriting
offerings as organized on the elementary, junior high, and
secondary level.

Definition of Terms
i

The term that has boon used extensively throughout
this paper and needs clarification is beginning typewriting.
It is defined as a course in typev/riting for any student with¬
out previous formal training and may be listed as a personaluse or vocational course at any level of instruction.

Other

terms that are used interchangeably in this study with begin¬
ning typewriting are basic typewriting, elementary typewriting,
and Typing I*
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CHAPTER II
LEARNING IMPLICATIONS FOR SKILL DEVELOPMENT
IN BEGINNING TYPEWRITING

The purpose of this chapter is to provide background
material needed by all typewriting teachers for building
skill in beginning typewriting*

This information will also

be used to examine the offerings in beginning typewriting at
the various levels.

This chapter will be concerned ’with

a) what psychologists say about general skill development,
and b) what psychological principles are applicable to type¬
writing skill development.

What Psychologists Say About General
Skill Development

What is a skill?

Cronbach (4) states that skill is

hard to define and v/ords such as automatic, rapid, smooth and
accurate only describe it*

He goes on to say that a skilled

movement is a very complex process involving differentiation
of cues and continual correction of errors.
Kretch and Crutchfield (13) add that skill is not
merely

tf

muscle facility” nor

M

muscular translation” of previ¬

ous knowledge gained through reading and listening, but that
skill is actual performance and without "knowledge of perfor¬
mance” the skill is incomplete and, therefore, there can be
no skilled performance.
performance of some task.

Skill as such is proficiency in the
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How is proficiency in a task attained?

What factors

determine the degree of efficiency attained in a skill and
the time involved in acquiring it?
Practice is one of the essential elements necessary in
attaining any degree of skill on a task#
opportunity for learning.

Practice is only an

There are many factors that deter¬

mine how effective practice will be.

Some of these principles

of skill building are discussed in the following paragraphs.
The first successful movements are only crude approxi¬
mations of final skilled acts according to Hilgard (10).
When any skill is practiced rather than merely being thought
about, feedback occurs.
report back.

We move our muscles and our muscles

Feedback is essential in the performance itself.

The execution of a skilled performance is a continuous process
of behavior in which each step is governed by 'what went before,
what will happen next, and the final goal aimed at.
Motor skills are not generally acquired unless the
subject has some knowledge of the results of his practice—
some informational feedback.
Munn (21) states that improved performance associated
with knowledge of results may be attributed to at least three
things;

1. repetition of responses known to be successful
2. attempts to correct responses known to be
inadequate
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3*

enhanced motivation, in the sense that subjects
working with knowledge of' results find the task
more interesting and try to improve their
performance*
When errors as well as successes are signaled, learn¬

ing is speeded if the subject is told both the sise and the
direction of the errors;.promptness in knowing the results is
also important* (10)
In general, the amount of meaningful practice will
determine the progress in a skill*

Psychologists seem fairly

well agreed that practice needs to be spaced and that distrib¬
uted practice is more effective than massed practice*

For

either skill building or memorising, short practice sessions
spread over a long period provide bigger gains than the same
total time spent in long sessions held close together; but
practice periods need to be close enough to permit retention
of most of the skill from one session to the next*

However,

practice periods can be too short to be useful* (4)
Munn (21) contends that the most effective work unit or
interval of rest for any task must be determined for the par¬
ticular task and the subjects concerned*

If the work unit is

too long, fatigue sets in and motivation lags*

During a rest

period, external stimulation ceases and this allows for inter¬
nal consolidation#

During the rest period there is a tendency

for incorrect associations to be forgotten faster than correct
ones

Equipment or materials selected for use in practice
will have an effect cn the final results obtained in learning
a skill.
The equipment used in practicing a skill must be simi¬
lar to that used on a job or on the playing field.

If a trainee

is familiar with a given situation, he can frequently adapt to
variations.

The student should, of course, practice in the

greatest feasible variety of situations.
In providing training in a skill, one should present
the trainee with as many variations of conditions as possible;
when this principle is neglected, Kretch and Crutchfield (13)
report that the development of a skill can be delayed or even
prevented.
Correct techniques play an important role in determin¬
ing ultimate efficiency and economy in a skill.

Incorrect

techniques in music or other skills will develop skill in in¬
correct performance according to Sngle (5)*

He states that

practice is necessary in much of our learning, but it should
be practice of that which is correct and to be effective the
learner must pay attention and exert effort in performing
that practice.
Skills can be developed by unaided trial and error,
but ordinarily they are developed better if the trainee is
shown correct responses.

The teacher should demonstrate the

correct responses so the learner may practice correctly.
Explanation and demonstration prior to the trainee^ first
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trial makes the first response sounder.

A desired response

pattern must be introduced so it will be comprehended*
Blind trial and error methods are often called practice
according to I4unn (21), while training includes observation
of skilled performances, instructions, and learning principles
of the operation involved*

He states that a demonstration or

sample performance has two decided advantages over a pure
trial-and-error approach:
1*

It shows the correct performance, thus enabling
the learner to save time and effort which might
otherwise be wasted in making incorrect approaches*

2*

Observing skilled performance not only gives
general orientation like that described, but
it also gives the observer certain insights
at the start which, if he ever acquired them
during practice, might come only after a long
process of trial and error.
There seems to be no general concensus among psycholo¬

gists as to whether it is better to learn a skill by the whole
or part method; that is, whether the practice should be on
component parts or should It be on the complete integrated
task*

It would seem that if a task is composed of naturally

separable parts from the whole, then practice on such parts
would be advantageous*

In an integrated task, though, there

seems to be some question about the effect of practicing on
parts*
Evidence seems to be clear that in an integrated task
the performance of a single component by itself is different
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from the performance of the same component when it is embedded
in the entire task*

We learn to do different things with the

same response under these two conditions.

Arguments in favor

of part training indicate that the more time spent on individ¬
ual responses, the quicker they become automatised and, there¬
fore, more quickly ready for integration into a skill. (13)
According to Munn (21), a difficulty may lie in putting to¬
gether the individual parts, as this may result in additional
work.

He feels that a better plan may be to start with the

ifhole and watch for difficult spots that may call for special
attention*
In general, psychologists agree that v/hole training
increases in effectiveness as the integration of component
parts of the skill increases in importance.
Learning and motivation are inseparable and the advan¬
tages of intrinsic motivation are evident from everyday experi¬
ence.

No special rewards are necessary as the learning is

stimulated from achieving the end result*

Learning to ride a

bicycle would be an example of intrinsic motivation.

Extrinsic

motivation is provided by outsiders establishing a reward for
the achievement of a goal and punishment for not reaching it.
Two disadvantages of learning through rewards are
listed by Hilgard(10);
1.

A reward is kind of a bribe. The activity becomes
worthwhile only for the praise, attention or finan¬
cial gain. Cheating on examinations can result if
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external rewards outweigh regard for processes
by v/hich the reward is achieved*
2*

Hev/ards are often competitive so that one or a
few are encouraged by the reward while many are
doomed to frustration*
He also indicates that punishment is less effective

than reward.

A reward strengthens the reY/arded behavior

while punishment v/orks only indirectly and does not necess¬
arily weaken the behavior punished*

Punishment fails to tell

v/hat to do and may simply result in emotional upset.
The learning of one skill will influence acquisition of
other skills.

This transfer of training may facilitate the

learning of another or may interfere with the acquisition of a
skill#

There is much evidence that learning of skills v/hich

involve similar contents, techniques, and principles have a
positive transfer.

A negative transfer could occur when these

techniques and principles are in reverse. (21)
A learning curve is a record of an individual’s improve¬
ment or a measure of his ability at various points during
practice.
A general learning curve is S shaped.

Cronbach (4) has

divided the general learning curve into six stages: a) neg¬
ligible progress, b) increasing gains, c) decreasing gains,
d) plateau, e) renewed gains, and f) approach to limit.
The first stage is the pre-readiness period when prac¬
tice does very little good.
stage tv/o could be due to

n

The rapid rise of output during
catching onlr to the nature or
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purpose of the task, mastering of coordination, a gain in moti¬
vation, or some combination of these*

A period of decreasing

gains folloifs as the easier aspects are mastered, with harder
coordinations and judgments requiring additional practice.
The learner is making tinier changes in response v/hich have
smaller effects on his progress.

Stage four is a plateau, a

flat stretch in a curve where there is no apparent progress.
A plateau may indicate stabilised performance—no change in
motivation, physical or mental development, method of per¬
formance, or coordination and understanding.
Some authorities regard plateaus as false pictures
because the person is changing some part of his skill or devel¬
oping an important element even though this is not reflected
on his total score as yet.
A curve can be used in helping a learner set a realistic
goal—the learner may be shown what to expect at a given level
in his training.

If a person aims too high or expects too

much at any level, he may become dissatisfied and give up.

What Psychological Principles are Applicable
to Typewriting Skill Development
Some of the major features of acquiring typewriting
skill and the application of sound instructional materials
and procedures will be discussed in this section of learning
implications for personal typewriting.
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West (37) states that the acquisition of typewriting
skill consists of mastery over a series of stroking habits and
that the various levels are defined by the number of consecu¬
tive motions that are made without devoting conscious attention
to each stroke in the sequence.

During the early stage in

learning, the response is made on a letter-by-letter basis and
referred to as the

f!

stroke level.”

Later on the learner

begins to combine seme of the motions without having to devote
attention to each letter and this is commonly referred to as
the ”word level.”
The nature of the response or level of typing will
depend on a) the amount of practice given to sequence (and
this is ordinarily governed by its frequency of occurrence In
the language) and on b) the ease of making the particular
motions involved. (37)
The typing act when pared down to the essentials,
according to Perkins (23), consists of three sequential be¬
haviors: rending copy, deciding what motions to make, and
making the motion or motions.

He goes on to label these

stimulus learning, learning to read the copy; associative
learning, learning v/hat motion goes with each letter in the
copy; and response learning, learning to make the motion
itself.
Difficulties arise not because the tapping motion
found in typewriting is a novel act but because the learner
has the difficult task of modifying his tapping responses and
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also learning what keyboard letter each response stands for.
The expert typist is faster than the beginner only to a small
extent because he is making motions more rapidly, but to a
larger extent because his brain is faster in telling him what
motions, to make—-his associations are stronger. (23)
.y

Perkins (23) feels that since associative learning is
the heart of learning to typewrite, it is necessary to employ
those conditions that lead to forming strong associations.
Anything that crowds the stimulus and response close together
in time will help to build strong associations and bring about
rapid advances in skill.
Correct typing skills are not fixed habits.

They are

flexible and plastic, susceptible to change and improvement
in speed, accuracy, economy of motion, and energy even among
experts.

Early in the training the responses are confused

and blundering and the excess motions arc eliminated or relaxed
away little by little until only the good ones are retained.
The student should be continually seeking more efficient tech¬
niques or ways of doing things so that better and speedier
learning v/ill result.

According to this concept it would be

unwise to strive for accuracy or correct key stroking at the
beginning because of excess tension and diffused muscular
responses. (1)
There seems to be no concensus as to the best way to
present the keyboard or the length of time in which it should
be covered.

In general, it seems to be advantageous to start
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v/ith the strongest fingers, building words and sentences as
soon as possible, and covering the keyboard in about eight to
fifteen lessons.
Emphasis on rapid stroking v;ill force the learner to
crowd strokes close together which minimises delays in per¬
ceiving and responding, thus speeding the mastery of the key¬
board.

No studies have shown the accuracy approach to be

superior and most show that emphasis on early speed to be
superior. (37)
Since furnishing the learner with immediate knowledge
of results is one of the principles of learning, better re¬
sults and speedier keyboard learning nay be expected if
learners are encouraged to watch the keyboard during the early
stages of practice.

West (37) lists the typical sequences of

behavior as a) watching the keyboard; and shortly afterward
b) watching the copy in one^ own machine; and later when
C .

kinesthetic cues are the source of reinforcement, c) typing
while watching the text.
Proper stroking is much more than correct fingering.
It includes such elements as choosing the appropriate finger
to make the reach, the direction of the reach, the quality of
the reach, speed of the finger in making the reach, striking
and releasing the key, and retxirning the finger to the home
row position.
The individual key stroke must be a fast motion and
overemphasis on correctness at the start will lead to hesitant
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motions and to pressing rather than striking the keys.

Effi¬

cient motions will also depend on just the right muscular
tension.
Pacing by the teacher is an effective procedure during
early learning to develop continuous stroking and encourage
the learner to make faster responses which are necessary to
speed learning.

Pacing must not be carried on too long as

this technique does not provide for individual differences.
Learning to type is not merely a repetitive process.
Rather, the student must gain understanding and concepts as
he develops skill and in order to profit from repetition there
must be a new result or outcome each time an exercise is typed#
Blackstone and Smith (1) point out that in any repetition
one should not merely try to do the same thing again and again
but attempt to do it a little better with each try by con¬
stantly trying slight changes until the best possible performance has been attained.
It is necessary to guard against excessive repetitious
practice of small units of material.

Faster stroking produced

by practice at some copy does not transfer to copy containing
other letter combinations or sequences according to West. (37)
He feels that in the light of the very large number of letter
sequences in the language, practice should be extensive rather
than intensive—over a wide variety of material.
In developing skills, good form is important.

A teacher

demonstration can provide a quick and simple way of showing
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the learner how to make reaches to the keys, how to strike
them, and how to operate parts of the machine as well as
demonstrating various rates and levels of performance*

Help¬

ing the student to establish a goal through a demonstration
folloitfed by immediate imitation on the part of the student
(to get the feel of the activity) is one of the most effective
procedures that can be used in the teaching of a skill* (2^)
Relaxation should mean relief from strain and loosening
of tenseness rather than a complete stopping of all activity*
Periods of intense activity should be alternated with relaxa¬
tion and rest with periods of intense activity maintained for
longer periods of time.

Relaxation also involves proper

attitude toward the work*
Higher speeds are not necessarily caused by faster motions
but are the result of stronger associations between the copy
and the finger motions required*

This results in motions being

crowded together more closely with less delay between motions*
Also, the materials for speed practice should consist of regu¬
lar language copy ranging over a wide vocabulary as speed on a
limited vocabulary should not be expected to transfer completely
to some other vocabulary with its wider range of letter combi¬
nations and sequences.
Setting individual goals has been shown to be effective
as a method for building speed*

Here the learner sets a goal

several words beyond his previous best rate on a given para¬
graph and attempts to reach it through deliberate forcing.

i£
Goals must be realistic and within reach as excessive
striving for faoter rates results m adverse muscular tension
and defeats its own purpose.

Devoting much speed building

time to short spurts is a popular fad that is without support
from general principles of learning or from evidence in
classrooms. (37)
Blackstcne and Smith (1) define accuracy as correct
copy attained through correct techniques and emphasize that
accuracy cannot be attained from the beginning.

Rather,

accuracy is a process of slow development that should culminate
in perfect or near-perfect accuracy.
The following procedures are listed by V/esfc (37) as
having doubtful effects on accuracy at best and harmful at
worst:
1. Technical drills containing non-sensemaking
sequences of letters—either for preventive or
remedial purposes.
2. Repetitious practice on the particular words mis¬
typed—even in their phrase or line setting.
3. Error analysis charts or technique check sheets.
4*

5.

Rhythm drills> typing to music, or any other
, stroke-by-stroke pacing technique involving equal
interstroke time interval.
T?

Concentration” drills employing unusual or
foreign words or jumbles of letters*

6. Use of "perfect” copy as a goal and repetition
for the sake of perfect copy.
7. Stringent standards of accuracy early in learning.
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In all perceptual-motor skills that are carried out
at high rates, quality or accuracy depends mainly on control
over the timing of motions, whereas the general procedure
has been to emphasise special or proper drill material*

The

attention should then be on stroking habits rather than prac¬
tice materials*
Rhythm is a concept that has generally been used to
induce accuracy in typing,

It is also generally agreed that

metronomic rhythm, which decrees that all strokes are made
at the same rate, is not a desirable stroking pattern*

The

student must be taught to adjust his speed to the difficulty
of ohe material v/itn some easy words or combinations being
typed on the *?ord level while the more difficult reaches or
combinations are typed on the letter level.
Devices that create an unnatural or metronomic rhythm
when used in a classroom do not provide for individual differ¬
ences as some students can type faster than the prescribed
beat while others cannot reach this rate; the latter thus type
spasmodically and with little confidence, trying to keep up*
The student should be encouraged to type at the speed the
varying combinations permit while maintaining full control*
West (37) states that rhythm in typewriting is difficult
to define or explain:
Unfortunately, the rhythms of tyoing are not
only as various as the number of different letter
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combinations in tho language, but rarely can any par¬
ticular pattern of interstroke intervals for any given
sequence of letters be shorn to be best for all learn¬
ers. Efficient rhythms can neither be described in
words nor effectively demonstrated.
Most of the misstrokes in typing consist of motions
directed at an adjacent key.

Immediately upon completing

the keyboard, there should be considerable practice on
material with adjacent key strokes*

Also, a large number of

errors may be due to excessive striving for speed or to
grossly erratic timing of motions and can be remedied by re¬
verting to a stroke-by-stroke basis over a very limited time.
There seems to be very little question that the
accepted approach during keyboard presentation and early
learning is to emphasize rapid motions in stroking; at later
stages it is not so much a question of whether to emphasize
speed or accuracy but rather when and for how much time.

Summary
A small number of principles relate to all learning
and to the learning of skills that are the basis for effec¬
tive procedures in the teaching of typewriting.

The more

important concepts which influence instruction seem to be:
1. Providing the student with as many variations
as possible when selecting practice material*
2. Providing ample demonstration in assisting the
student to develop correct techniques and
responses*
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3*

Furnishing the learner v/ith immediate knowledge
of results in order to reinforce successful
responses*

4*

Using those procedures which allow each person
to practice according to his individual needs
at any given time#

5*

Distributed practice is more effective than the
same amount of practice time massed over a short
period*

6*

Correct techniques play an important rolo in
determining the ultimate efficiency in a skill*

The elements of skill building are valuable only to
the extent that teachers incorporate and apply them to class¬
room situations and to tho teaching of typing in general.
Some of the more important practices and procedures in begin¬
ning typewriting are discussed in the following chapter*
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CHAPTER III
THE NATURE OF DIFFERENT OFFERINGS IN
BEGINNING TYPEWRITING
This chapter will consist of a study of a) tho objec¬
tives and organisation, and b) the methods and procedures in
beginning typewriting offerings at various levels.

The re¬

port of this investigation will begin with offerings on a
secondary level, follov;ed by a brief discussion of offerings
on the junior high and elementary levels.

Objectives and Organisation in
Beginning Typewriting
The needs of the students enrolling in typewriting are
changing.

A few years ago typewriting was offered almost

exclusively to high school and post-secondary school students
planning to use their skill in a vocational capacity.

Today

at least two of every three enrolled are taking typewriting
as an elective general education offering and methods should
be revised to meet this objective.
Ro\fe (29) does not recommend that standards be lowered;
rather that standards be altered and new objectives developed
to increase the effectiveness of personal-use typewriting
content.Is it necessary that separate classes apart from the
vocational or prevocational students be scheduled in order to
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meet the needs of personal use students?

The general con¬

census indicates that separate classes are not necessary*
Helen Reynolds (24) gives support to this attitude
that all students may be taught in the same class vdien she
states:

All beginning typewriting students may very
well be taught in the same classes because at the
time of learning all have the same needs for type¬
writing.
The use of typewriting classroom time for
personal typewriting will reduce to some degree the
need for additional typewriters for this purpose.

The amount of typing instruction required or the
length of the course will depend upon the degree of skill
required to meet his individual needs and the time needed to
achieve this selected level of skill.
Three levels of skill are identified by Lloyd (13) as
the a) academic or personal level as needed by the college
student, b) the professional-use level as needed by the
journalist, and c) the employment-use level required by the
office typist.
The need under academic and personal typing is to be
able to arrange materials correctly on paper and to be able
to type in the vicinity of 30 words a minute fox* five minutes
within a

5

error limit as speed is not critically important

and erasures not taboo.

One semester of typing would seem

to meet the needs for this level as the few additional words
a minute gained in speed during a second semester do not
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justify this additional investment in time*
For the professional-use typist, a goal in the vicin¬
ity of 45 words a minute v/ithin 3 errors for five minutes can
be attained in a standard one-year course*

The need here is

more speed and more accuracy to aid him in his profession*
The key factor in the vocational goal is accuracy*

A

minimum vocational goal would be 40 perfect words a minute
for five minutes; or the goal, restated to allow for one
error, would become 50 words a minute*

The typing time re¬

quired to reach this level of efficiency would be about three
semesters* (1&)
As previously noted, students vdth individual skill
needs could all be enrolled in the same class*

If there is

an agreed upon skill to be obtained and an agreed upon level
in the application of this skill to be obtained, then the
personal-use typist might bo excused from further class
attendance when he has reached these goals.

What is achieved

could be used as a basis for credit rather than the number of
periods he attends class*
The amount of typing instruction available to students
is also dependent upon the convenience of fitting typewriting
classes into the school^ schedule or program.

Administrators

often schedule classes and register students without fully
understanding the objectives for the various levels of type¬
writing instruction, how the instruction best fits into the
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total business program, and what classroon.enrollment should
be in relation to facilities and equipment that is available*
There are at least four kinds of personal typing
courses:

a) the short course for adults, b) the college-

prep course, c) the language-arts course, and d) the pre-<
vocational course#

The two that are found on the secondary

level are the college-prep course and the prevocatlonal
course#
, The goals for the college-prep course are the use of
machine parts, touch control at 30 to 35 words-a-minute level,
a taste of letter typing, and detailed information about the
technicalities of formal manuscripts*

A program meeting these

requirements can be finished in one semester# (16)
Tiie prevocatlonal course is the first semester of the
regular vocational course#

There is much waste and lost

opportunity in this program as learners spend time on corre¬
spondence, tables, and forms that might be better spent on
deeper exploration of personal-use typing#

The goals here are

use of machine parts, touch control at 30 to 35 words a minute,
and an introduction to personal typing*

Most vocational text¬

books include some personal typing exercises# (16)
Regardless of the name of the course—personal use,
college prep, prevocatlonal, or vocational—the single, most
important goal must be the development of the ability to use
the typewriter in place of the pen or pencil#
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Three essential elements# the common needs of today1s
students and businesses, are to
1*

Loarn the principles of touch typewriting*

2*

Develop facility in using the typewriter as a
writing instrument, substituting the typewriter
for the pen or pencil.

3*

Learn to apply the guide lines for effective
presentation of typewritten copy. (3)
Since those needs are the same for everyone in the

first type-writing course, this course must have the sane
basic content and goals for all students*

There is a need

by all typists for efficient use of machine parts and a type¬
writing skill of from 30 to 35 words a minute*

Typewriting

for personal use can be justified only if the skill developed
is at least as rapid and as accurate as the longhand it is
designed to replace for writing*
The personal-use typist has the greatest need in type¬
writing in tho preparation of reports, themes, notebooks, and
similar written work required in school*

The students must

be taught some guide lines in tho arrangement of copy so it
conveys the message attractively, accurately, and effectively.
There are no absolutes in the arrangement of copy—once he
leaves the classroom no one is going to tell him where to
begin on the page, how to divide a word, what length of writ¬
ing lino to use, or where to set tab stops.

Cook and Maliche (3) list the following as some guide
lines to be emphasised when making decisions on arrangement
of copy:
1*

Kargins are used to help display the material#

2#

A liberal use of v/hite space helps to attract the
reader#

3#

We suggest a minimum of one-inch margins#

4* >I3ouble spaced material is preferred for manuscript
copy.

5

*

Single spacing is preferred for letters#

6. Typewritten papers usually contain a title, a date,
and identifying initials#
7. The typist must be responsible for the spelling,
punctuation, and correction of errors in typev/riting*
(Hence he must be taught how to erase#)
The source of information in quotations should bo
identified (a simple method of footnoting)#
9*

Appropriate headings should be used to aid the
reader.
Thus, the purposes of beginning typewiting courses

are being broadened to include more than the mechanics of
touch typewriting.

After a typist leaves the classroom, rela¬

tively little if any time will be spent on copying from perfect
material.

Emphasis of the beginning typewriting course should

be to develop the facility to use the typewriter in place of
the pen or pencil.

This facility is sometimes called "language

arts instruction," creative writing, but most often is referred
to as "composing at the typewriter*"

Grammar, punctuation,

2$

spelling, and composing should be integrated with typewriting
and at the expense of textbook copying drills, if necessary* (2)
Sven though research is limited, there is evidence that
the typewriter is an effective medium for developing reading,
comprehension, vocabulary, punctuation,and allied knowledges*
One of the goals of a beginning typewriting course is
the development of sound basic techniques and an understanding
of the.principles of touch typewriting so that a student can
continue skill development after the course is completed.
The final test of whether a course is or is not "per¬
sonal use" is explained by Lloyd (16);
If the course focuses on typing someone else’s
words in the arrangement that he wishes, the course is
not "personal use"; but if it focuses on typing the
learner1S'own words in an arrangement pattern that fits
his needs, then truly is the course "personal use*"
Kore and more students are taking typewriting in the
lov/er grades.

Twenty-five years ago the eleventh grade was

the most popular grade level for offering beginning typewrit¬
ing.

In 1961 more students enrolled in typewriting in the

ninth grade than at any other level.
What has been the reason for this trend of offering
typewriting on the junior high level?

Wiant (3$) gives the

following four reasons for not waiting until students reach
high school before offering typevriting:
1.

Mow we have enthusiasm of children eager to
learn.
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2.

Now we have time and space in the curriculum for
everyone, the fast or slow learner, to learn this
valuable skill.

3*

If we teach them now, they will benefit much more
from their high school studies.

4*

The dropout potential is greatest at the end of
eighth grade, and we feel that we can use typing
as a tool to create a renewed interest and raise
their ability to keep many of these students in
school#
In Gainesville, Florida (27), the junior high typing

program was designed to appeal to two types of students;

a)

the college-bound student who needs a typing skill as early
as possible and b) the less fortunate student who tends to
drop out before finishing high school and frequently before
finishing junior high#

The administration felt that some¬

thing should be done to encourage the latter group to stay in
school if possible#
The ninth grade has been gaining favor as the level to
introduce typewriting because the tenth through twelfth grades
are becoming more and more weighted down with academic subjects
and with few electives open to them, students in today*3 high
schools have a difficult time working typing into the schedule#
Hanser (9) lists these reasons for supporting the ninth
grade as the best level for introducing personal typewritings
1*

More room for electives in this year* .

2*

Girls and boys can utilise their skills for a
longer period of time#
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3*

Instill confidence in some who perhaps could excel
in typing even though they were not exceptional in
their other subjects#

4*

The main purpose of junior high is one of guidance#
Urging the student to think along lines of a future
occupation or career, providing him with a variety
of experiences in various interest areas, and develop¬
ing a*socially acceptable scale of values are three
of the essential objectives in the junior high school
curriculum# •

5#

They are old enough to be serious about learning
but at the same time possess a strong competitive
spirit#
How much typewriting should be offered in junior high?

Some typewriting advocates would say just enough to master
the machine while others feel that at least two or three
semesters should be made available#

Sufficient time should

be devoted to the course to permit the student and teacher to
accomplish the desired objectives#
The same techniques, speed, and accuracy standards
should be maintained in junior high as in senior high typing#
The student should acquire a secure knowledge of the keyboard
and proper stroking of keys, and the techniques of manipulat¬
ing parts of the machine#

Emphasis should not be on speed#

The student in one semester is not being trained to be a
finished product for the business world nor a champion speed
typist#

If the student has acquired sound basic techniques,

his skill will continue to grow as he applies his typing on
problem and personal work#
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The junior high student needs to know how to arrange
simple business forms, to type personal and business letters,
to use carbon paper, to address envelopes, to type postal
cards, and to apply his skill to a number of personal-use
situations.
Gentry (?) lists the following seven objectives for a
typewriting course on the junior high level:
1. To develop mastery of the keyboard for further uso
and skill development*
2. To develop the proper techniques of stroking the
keys and manipulating the machine.
3*

To develop typewriter maintenance ability and skill.

4. To aid in learning spelling, punctuation, capitali¬
sation, and other basic essentials of English.
5. To guide students in acquiring proficiency through
emphasis on idea organization, writing style, and
the composing of written material at the typewriter.
6. To develop proficiency in proofreading—the
detection and correction of errors*
7*

To promote development in the art of letter and
report writing: form, stylo, and composing*
Maze (19) agrees that the objectives of junior high

school typewriting are essentially the same as those outcomes
expected from beginning typewriting instruction at any level—
to develop a manipulative skill that facilitates the commu¬
nication process.

Because of the personal-use possibilities

by many students, instruction should be given as early as
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possible and it is generally believed that junior high stu¬
dents can profit from such instruction*
Manipulative competencies and related learnings
receive the major emphasis in Kessel^ (12) list of objectives:
1.

To develop keyboard mastery.

2*

To develop correct techniques of handling the
machine and stroking the keys*

3*

To develop understanding of the care and mainten¬
ance of the typewriter*,

4*

To develop both copying and composing skills at
rates sufficiently high to permit students to use
the typewriter automatically and provide the re¬
cording of a free flow of ideas*

5*

To develop basic understanding of centering, tabu¬
lating, and spacing copy*

6*

To develop proficiency in proofreading and error
correction*

7*

To develop proficiency in arranging copy for
reports, letters, outlines, and other personal
papers*

d*

To assist students in acquiring writing profi¬
ciency on the typev/riter through emphasis on
idea organisation and writing style*

9*

To correlate spelling, punctuation, and the
other basic English essentials v/ith typewriting*
Even though vocational proficiency is not generally

expected at the junior high school level, there is no basic
difference between instruction for personal or vocational
use*

The term

n

junior high school typev/riting” indicates the

level on which typewriting instruction is offered and not
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that there is a major difference in the instructional methodsf
materials, or outcomes between this level and any other level*
Lloyd (16) feels that tho typewriting course on the
junior high level should be a language-arts course in which
stress is placed upon using typev/riting to reinforce the
language skills of spelling, punctuation, and composing*

The

goal should be the correct use of machine parts, touch con¬
trol at 25-30 words a minute level, the introduction of a few
basic arrangement patterns whose purposes are clear to junior
high students, and extensive drill in composing at the machine
and using the language skills that facilitate composing*

He

feels that a one-semester course is the minimum that will
enable students to achieve these goals*
The academic student vdll have a definite need for
being able to compose at the typewriter*
time will bo spent copying*

He vdll be mainly concerned with

typing thoughts he vdohes to express*
to think at the typewriter*

Very little of his

He needs to be taught

The student who can type faster

than he can write longhand has a big advantage in getting his
thoughts down on paper*

Composing at the typewriter is an

art that must be taught to the beginning typist in easy stages*
The academic student should bo encouraged to copy and
reorganise class and library notes, to use the dictionary, to
proofread, and to become thoroughly acquainted with the fun¬
damentals of manuscript typing.

The student should also know
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those elements that contribute to attractive work, such as
clean type, neat erasures, correct spelling and punctuation,
and accurate work.
With the advent of the electric typewriter it was
possible to offer typewriting in the elementary grades be¬
cause the force required to activate keys on a manual type¬
writer is not a factor on an electric machine.
Typewriting has been introduced as early as the first
grade but these programs have been strictly pilot or experi¬
mental programs to determine if these pupils have the ability
to learn to type and what effect typewriting will have upon
related subjects such as reading and \vriting#
In the fall of 1962 the Business Education Division of
Educational Developmental Laboratories in Huntington, Hew
York (31), initiated a pilot project to explore the use of
the electric typewriter at the first-grade level as a teach¬
ing tool for acceleration of pupil skills in recognising
letters and in reading words, sentences, and stories*

A

secondary objective was to determine whether the first-grader
could develop a touch-typing skill under close teacher
supervision*
Instruction at this level was given to small groups
because of the individual attention required and was re¬
stricted to short periods of time each day.
There has been considerably more i^ork with typewriting
on the elementary level with students in grades four, five and
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six*

Again, many of the courses were experimental to deter¬

mine if students at this age level can learn touch typewriting
and if this skill has value at this level of learning*
In an experimental program for fifth and sixth grade
pupils conducted during a summer in West Hartford, Connecticut,

(34) the students viero given instruction for 20 one-hour ses¬
sions*

Some of the goals for the course were to teach para¬

graphing, vertical and horisontal centering, hyphenating,
composing short paragraphs at the typewriter, addressing
envelopes, writing and addressing postal cards, personal notes,
typing short compositions, tabulation of columns, manuscript
writing, outlines, use of carbon paper, personal letters, and
one style of business letter*

In addition, erasing was taught

from the standpoint of a neat paper and care of the typewriter*
In a similar experiment at Drake Summer Elementary
School (20), children that would be in the fourth, fifth, and
sixth grades in the fall were enrolled in three classes for
their educational activities during the morning*
to typing for 20 minutes a day for five weeks*

They came
The main

objectives in these classes were to learn touch typing and to
develop a tool for composition and creative writing.
copy writing had very little place in this course*

StraightTyping was

taught as a tool to make composition, creative writing, spell¬
ing and homework assignments easier, neater, and attractive*
Other studies have been conducted to determine to what
degree typewriting activities could be integrated with the
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written communication activities of grade school children*
Such was an experiment by.Tootle (36) with a number of fifthgrade students*

His objective was to determine if the use of

the typewriter had a significant effect on handwriting speed
and quality, spelling ability, and creative writing.

A prim¬

ary goal, of course, was to determine the extent to which
these students could learn touch typewriting*
The courses in beginning typewriting on the grade level
have as an objective tho determining of just what the pupils
at this level can be expected to do with touch typewriting
rather than bringing them up to a given level of achievement
as is expected of junior high and secondary level typexvriting
students*

Typewriting on the grade school level is primarily

an experimental program*

Methods and Procedures in Beginning Typewriting
The methods of instruction that are used on the second¬
ary level are also applicable to the teaching of junior high
typewriting*

The various activities used on the junior high

level will follow this discussion on secondary school methods
and procedures to point out the differences and similarities*
The five-day-a-week plan that has become traditional
in most of our schools has developed with little evidence
that it is the best arrangement*

There is some evidence,

while still inconclusive, that students taking typing on an
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alternate-day basis nay be achieving as much or more propor¬
tionately then those tvho take typing on a daily basis*

The

results of samplings are sufficiently encouraging to warrant
continued experimentation i/ith many different plans, includ¬
ing the alternate-day plan* (11)
Local conditions will frequently determine schedule
arrangement*

If the choice is between taking typing under

less than ideal conditions or not at all, educators need to
be aware of the opportunities that exist under the different
scheduling plans*

Since more and more students are taking

typewriting, it is important that scheduling arrangements
accommodate the largest number of students possible and still
promote the best results in developing the necessary skills*
Psychological principles, like teaching methods, which
may be especially appropriate for one particular area or at
one time during the skill development process, may be entirely
wrong for other stages*

The ability to judge what methods and

principles of learning are suitable at various stages is needed
in our classrooms today.
Learning increases with increased motivation up to a
certain point.
disrupted*

When tension becomes too great, learning is

Rowe (30) lists some basic principles that should

bo followed when using motivation in typeisriting:
1*

All students should profit from motivation devices.

2*

A variety of motivation devices should be employed.

3*

A knowledge of objectives, goals, and growth will
promote motivation.

4*

Intrinsic motivation is more effective than ex¬
trinsic motivation.

3*

The teacher is the dominant force in all motivation.

6. Motivation should be positive rather than negative.
7. Motivation devices should be easy to use.
Optimum physical facilities promote motivation.
Typewriting students should be provided wTith a brief
explanation of these purposes of classroom activities*

The

student of typewriting must know the purpose of an activity
so he can establish a goal and be able to judge his own per¬
formance.

Each exercise and drill has a purpose and this

purpose should be known by the student in order that he may
appreciate more what he is learning and develop proper under¬
standing and concepts along with the improvement of his skills.
Competition is another device that can be used to stimu¬
late and avoid boredom..

In self-competition the student is

trying to exceed the success achieved on his first attempt on
a sentence or paragraph, whether the goal be control, speed,
or improvement in some technique.

He is competing with him¬

self to do better than he had done previously*

Self-competition

drills have been successful because the student^ goal is
realistic—something within his reach.
Interest and enthusiasm can bo created by having com¬
petition among individuals.

Recognition can be given to the
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one who completes a drill first or without error*

The draw¬

back with this device is that a few individuals will receive ‘
most of the recognition*

Competitive elements should not be

emphasised to the extent of losing sight of the main task,
that of building speed and accuracy*
In order for a teacher to be successful in using a
particular method, device, or aid, it will be necessary for
the teacher to believe that a given device might 'work or at
least bo open-minded enough to give it a fair try to see if it
brings the desired results#

A method will work for a teacher

only if he is fully convinced it will succeed*

For this rea¬

son, ono method often works for one teacher and fails for
another*

Factors such as the time, the place, type of students,

and the personality and skill of the teacher will determine
whether or not a particular method or device will be success¬
ful for a teacher#
The following practices are recommended by Green (8)
to bring about improved teaching and better results:
1*

Experiment (always in line with judgment and common
sense, however)*

2*

Keep records for several years for comparative
purposes*

3*

Be enthusiastic*

4*

Get around the class*

5.

Try to stop at each persons desk at least once
daily for some personal comment, aiv/ays on the
encouraging side*
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6.

Work hard yourself as a typewriting teacher*

7*

Be well prepared each day*

8*

Plan the entire terras work day by day (in skeleton
form, at least, near the beginning of the term)*

9*

Establish an opening routine for the first few
minutes of class#

10*

Do not talk above the noise of the typewriters*

11.

Remember that the major portion of a typewriting
period should be spent in typewriting activities,
not talking or explanations or in figuring scoros*

12*

Capitalise upon first-day interest by having much
typing done that day.

13*

Establish objectives and goals.

14*

Establish grading standards*

15*

Demonstrate often*

16*

Resolve to grade fewer papers, but to get better
results*

17*

Emphasise correct techniques—not errors*

IS*

Drill for speed in short intensive spurts followed
by dropping back to a controlled rate of typing.

19•

Encourage your students to do some typing every day
at a rate a little above their controlled rate*

20*

Teach erasing—and teach it earlier than most
authorities and textbooks say*

21.

Start production typewriting early, as soon as you
start having problems or exercises handed in for
grading.

22*

Insist upon lettered keyboards.

23•

Use gross v/ords per minute with an error ceiling
for timed writings*

24 •

Make it possible for each student to
success” several tines daily.

IT
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25.

Use every conceivable form of motivation.

26*

Do enjoy teaching typewriting.
Few teaching procedures in typewriting are more effec¬

tive than demonstrating proper techniques in front of the
classroom.

During the keyboard presentation, the teacher can

uso a typewriter placed on a demonstration stand in front of
the room to demonstrate correct key stroking.

A visual image

will supplement the oral and voritten explanations to give the
students a clearly defined objective when they stroke their
first letters.

As the various operating parts of the type¬

writer are introduced to the students, these parts can be
located and their use demonstrated for more effective teach¬
ing.

There are other activities that can be introduced more

effectively through a well-prepared demonstration.

The use

of carbon paper, erasing procedures, addressing envelopes,
and tabulation typing are just a few of the activities that
can be taught more effectively through a teacher demonstration
Teacher dictation of drills can be an effective aid in
the development of correct touch on both manual and electric
typewiters.

The dictation should be in a clear, distinct,

and commanding manner that suggests oneness of stroking.

The

students should hear a staccato, clipped style of dictation
and, because their goal is 'well defined, they are likely to
type in a similar manner.

Teacher dictation promotes the con¬

fidence and security so necessary in acquiring a correct touch
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One way to organise dictation materials is to dictate
words and short sentences from the material that is to be
typed from copy*

This practice will enable the students to

show better control when it is typed from the text*

Another

is to give dictation on words and sentences from copy that
has just been typed; the students will understand the dictation
more readily and will type with greater finger facility*
Also, dictate figures and symbols—singly, grouped, and in
context* (15)
The purpose of direct dictation is to encourage faster
stroking*

V/ord dictation will load to a shorter lapse of time

betvfeen strokes and helps students move from letter-by-letter
typing to a word-recognition response*

The use of phrase

dictation should lead to the habit of reading titfo instead of
just one word at a time*

Typing short sentences from dictation

should improve the way the copy is read and influence the way
it is typed*
As early as 1914» records and other rhythm devices
were used in helping typists to develop smooth and even strok¬
ing*

Rhythm is regarded as an essential factor to be obtained

in the pursuit and development of typewriting skill*

Rhythm

records continue to be used today in a great many classrooms
for the development of rhythm*
Rowe (23) states that music should be used in the
beginning stages of typewriting instruction as a desirable
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medium to convey correct stroking and that music can be an
effective remedial device for students vdio are having diffi¬
culty with touch.
One of the basic elements in typewriting instruction
is the repetitive practice of drills.

In order for this

practice to be effective, the student must have a goal and
must be challenged.

Rhythm records can be used to challenge

students to keep pace vdth the music.

Lloyd (1?) suggests

the use of a variety of practice drills: something easy on
which the slow typist can succeed, something a little more
difficult for the average student, and material difficult
enough to make even the best typist work hard to keep up.

As

they succeed, they advance to material which will be more
challenging.

This type of practice enables all members of the

class to practice profitably.
As a majority of the students are enrolled in typewrit¬
ing for personal-use applications and very little of their
time is spent in copying from perfect material, training must
be given these students on how to use the typewriter as a
writing instrument to replace the pencil and pen.

The diffi¬

culty in composing is not in typing but rather in knowing what
to say.

Before real composing at the typewriter can begin,

students must have something to say and must want to say it.
The student must learn to think as he types, but he must also
have something about which to think.

One of the most effective devices for teaching students
to compose at the typewriter is the use of a "thought starter.
This is an idea in written or visual fora duplicated and given
to the student to start his thoughts flowing.

A "thought

starter" should be an idea or device.that appeals to the stu¬
dent and is based on his,background or experiences.

Nothing

slows down creative writing like a blank sheet of paper.
Coraposing at the typewriter ianft a skill that comes
with a flash or the sudden thought or desire to be ablo to
compose at the typewriter—it takes tirae and effort to develop
this skill.

The best procedure is to proceed from easy re¬

sponses and work up to a more complete process.

At the begin¬

ning the learner can be asked questions that call for a oneor two-word, response while later questions requiring a longer
response—phrase or sentence—can be used.

The next step in

composing is to have students type paragraphs.

This can be

fostered through suggesting paragraph topics and allowing
each student to select one that will be of interest to him.
Students can be encouraged to type as they think, with¬
out groping for exact words, if they know they will bo given
a chance to correct their compositions with pencil and retype
them. . X-ing out of words is recommended when students have
gained some ease in composing and can concentrate more on
using the right word to express a thought without paying much
attention to the mechanics of typing.

Proofreading, using the
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dictionary, and applying capitalization rules are by-products
of composing that are very valuable to the typist#
The process of composing is slow and gradual and must
be extended over the complete typewriting course with the
student being guided and directed by the experienced teacher#
Tapes and records can never take the place of the
teacher, but they can supplement teaching and free him to ob¬
serve students at work and to givo individual assistance as
needed#
A recorded lesson is very exacting#
is started, it keeps on#

Once the lesson

The recording can't be interrupted

to ask questions or to have directions or instructions re¬
peated#

Those students who are inattentive soon learn to

listen and follow directions#

The recorded lesson can relieve

the teacher from the many repetitive, routine, and timeconsuming activities that need to be done in the building of
skill#

The lesson on taps can call the guides for individual

guided writings, give direct dictation, give instructions in
techniques, and provide the call for short timed v/ritings#
Relieved of these activities, the teacher has time to make
careful observations and to help students do better on any
given drill#

There are limitations to tape instruction#

The

recorded lesson cannot observe student response and adapt to
individual needs.
Nathan Hale High School, Tulsa, Oklahoma (33), has
individualized instruction on tapes to some degree#

Students
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receive instructions through earphones and can tune in to one
of three channels*

This multitape-earphone arrangement per¬

mits considerable flexibility in teaching students of varying
levels of typewriting proficiency*

The poorer typist or stu¬

dent who has missed some lessons can listen to the tape or
channel appropriate to his level, while the more advanced
student is challenged with new materials*
The advantages of using a recorded lesson are that a)
the students who have been absent may receive individualised
instructions, b) the students learn to listen closely to
instructions because they will hear them only once, and c) the
teacher is freed to observe, correct, encourage, and help in¬
dividual students as the lesson continues for the group as a
whole*
The methods that have been described and explained in
this section under secondary school methods are also used to
teach typewriting on the junior high level*

One of the dif¬

ferences in the approach to junior high typewriting is in the
activities in the application of typing skill*

There is more

effort on this level to correlate typewriting with other sub¬
jects such as English, civics, history, and science to make
students ai/are of practical applications of their typewriting
skill*
Krcvolin (14) suggests that, when several teachers
cooperate in a project, each teacher be responsible for a
given area of learning*

Although each teacher involved would

be concerned with English, the typing teacher would be most
concerned v&th the typescript, the subject teacher with the
content, and the English teacher with the form, composition,
and structure*

Each teacher grades these papers primarily

from a different aspect*

A student may receive an "A11 in

typing, a "B” in English, and a

n

Ctt in the subject of the

paper*
Typewriting in the junior high has also been integrated
with Notehand, a personal-use shorthand and notemaking course*
In schools where typewriting is offered for only one semester,
Notehand has been offered during the second semester.

Freder-

ickson and Schillak (6) experimented with presenting typewrit¬
ing and Notehand on an alternating and integrated basis
throughout the entire school year, rather than teaching each
one separately on a full-time basis for one semester.

Their

conclusion was that this procedure was an effective way of
teaching personal typing and Notehand and the skills reached
in typing at the end of the year v/ere considerably higher than
those normally attained in a one-semester typing course and
quite comparable to the achievement level of a full-year
program.
The methods employed on the elementary level will de¬
pend on the grade at which the Instruction is attempted.
Instruction at the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades can be
carried on much the same way as it is in junior high.

In

5mithfs (34) experiment in teaching typewriting to fifth- and
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sixth-grade students at V/est Hartford, Connecticut, a junior
high school textbook was used.

Since the course consisted of

only one hour of instruction for four weeks, the complete key¬
board was introduced the first week and the daily use of rhythm
records was started the.second week and continued to the end
of the session*

Daily drill consisted of finger wamup exer¬

cises at increasing speeds, alphabetic drills, and short, simple
sentences.

Only two sentences were used in this third phase

of drill on the theory that repetitive drill would produce
both speed and accuracy.

No timed writings were given at any

time to determine the speed level achievement of the students.
In a five-week course for fifth and sixth graders at
Drake Summer Elementary School (20), classes met for 20 minutes
a day.

The blackboard was used in place of a textbook or

duplicated material in presenting the keyboard with students
suggesting words to be typed that would involve the use of the
new keys.

Since the principal objective of typing at the

intermediate level is to develop a tool for composition and
creative writing, very little time was spent in straight-copy
writing.

A few simple sentences that stressed common words

and developed word patterns \*ere used for skill building.

The

students were given opportunities to typo speeches after hav¬
ing given them, to compose

fT

thank you” letters to guest

speakers, type tabulated lists, and receive drill in spelling.
The organisation of classes at the elementary level is
much more flexible and varied than at the junior high or high
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school level*

This is in part due to the experimental nature

of teaching typing at this level*

In teaching typewriting to

a group of twenty-five academically talented pupils, Strong (35)
spread fifteen class periods of instruction over a period of
six weeks*

Each period of instruction was 48 minutes long

with an additional 30 minute practice session*

One of the

objectives of the course was to gain information for further
study.

The keyboard was taught by the ^skip-around" method

during the first seven class periods*

tt

Call~the-throwTT sen¬

tences, selected goal material, and speed sentences were
among the various types of copy used in building skill.

The

boys and girls were extremely competitive and emphasis was
made in urging each student to compete with himself.

The

students also seemed to need many types of activities with
little repetition of each to maintain interest.
In other experimental studies the typewriter has been
used as a teaching tool with students as early as the first
grade.

The goal in programs of this nature is to determine

the effect of the typewriter on pupil skills such as recog¬
nising letters and in reading words, sentences and stories,
as well as to determine whether the first-grader can develop
a touch typewriting skill*
The experimental study by Ruegg (31) in the first grade
involved eight pupils, two electric typewriters, and an experi¬
mental textbook*

Each pupil tfas scheduled to receive 20 minutes

of typewriting-reading instruction each school day for a period
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of five weeks*

The 20-minute period of instruction was felt to

be adequate as the attention span of a first-grade pupil in a
directed-reaction activity was found to be relatively short
and it is believed that extending the session to 30 or 40
minutes would not have produced better results*
The 30-lesscn experimental textbook contained 334 preprimer and first-grade words which wore evaluated to determine
the frequency of the individual letters.

This evaluation

helped determine the sequence for tho introduction of the key¬
board and thus made it possible to introduce ’word exercises
beginning with the first day of instruction*

The material

was so prepared that every pupil could gain full keyboard
control by remaining on each set of keys for a minimum of five
class sessions before any new keys were introduced and for
additional sessions if the students were still having trouble
responding to the keys involved.

In this way, the student’s

performance controlled the rate of his advancement*

Since it

was not considered practical to use typewriters with an entire
class, instruction was limited to two pupils at one time and
much more was accomplished when one member of the group was
absent*

Summary
Beginning typewriting classes at the secondary and
intermediate level have many of the same objectives and are
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organised in a similar manner*

The amount of instruction

necessary for the individual learner or the level of skill to
be acquired will depend largely upon the needs of the indi¬
vidual*

The student who desires typewriting skill for

personal use does not need the degree of proficiency required
by the vocational student*

Both types of students must de¬

velop sound basic techniques in order that skill development
will continue after completion of the course.

In addition,

the student needs knowledge of guide lines to follow in making
decisions on the arrangement of copy.

There should be emphasis

in the beginning course on composing so that the typewriter
will be used instead of pen or pencil as a tool in writing*
Generally the same methods and procedures can be used
for teaching beginning typewriting at all levels.

Instruction

at the lower elementary level, however, needs to be carried on
with smaller groups or with individuals*
appropriate to the level being taught*

Materials must be
As methods that are

suitable at one stage of learning are not desirable at another,
the ability to apply the principles of skill building is
necessary.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The purpose of this paper v/as to study the nature of
tho different courses offered in beginning typewriting#

The

objectives and organisation and the methods and procedures
ivere examined at the various levels at vdiich beginning type¬
writing is taught#

A secondary purpose of this study v/as to

review the principles of skill building as related to the
nature of offerings in order to understand some of the prac¬
tices and procedures used in teaching typewriting#

Conclusions

Although different classes in beginning typewriting
have been organised for personal and vocational students, it
appears that separate classes are not needed#

Both personal-

use and vocational-use typewriting students require the same
procedures for learning the keyboard, acquiring the correct
touch, building speed and accuracy, and the other elements
that contribute to the total typing skill*

The principal

difference lies in the amount of skill required#

The use the

student will make of his skill determines his need#

It is

not as critical that a student with personal-use applications
in mind have the degree of skill required for vocational
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typing*

As vocational students will also need to know per¬

sonal applications of their skill such as typing themes,
reports, and outlines, both groups could be taught in the
same class*

When a degree of skill has been achieved and the

necessary guide lines for personal-use typing have been cov¬
ered, probably at the end of the first semester, students
enrolled for personal typing could be excused from further
attendance.

Students \d.th a vocational goal would continue

their skill building and vocational-use training.
With typewriting being offered more and more on junior
high and elementary school levels, a variety in the arrange¬
ment of classes is being experienced.

The one hour one-day-a-

week plan of scheduling classes has come about mainly through
tradition and is not necessarily the best arrangement for
skill building.

Psychologists tell us that short practice

sessions over a long period of time are more effective than
the same amount of practice over a shorter period.

When

Frederickson and Schillak (6) experimented with presenting
typewriting and Notehand on an alternating day basis through¬
out an entire year, they found the skills reached in typing
were considerably higher than those normally attained in a onesemester typing course meeting every day and quite comparable
to the achievement level of a full-year program.

It is pos¬

sible that with additional experiments and research with other
class arrangements and schedules, more effective and efficient
ways of offering typewriting could be devised.
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Although typing with rhythm is an important factor
needed in learning to type, the rhythm decreed by psycholo¬
gists for effective skill building and that provided by typ¬
ing to music are not the same*

V/hen typing to music, all

strokes are made at the same rate and this is not a dosirable
stroking pattern because all reaches on the keyboard are not
equal, different fingers are used for the various keys, and
because material varies in difficulty due to the sequence and
combination of letters.

Consequently, exact interstroke

intervals for each response do not provide the student with
the most efficient pattern for the various sequences encoun¬
tered#

In addition, typing to music does not provide for

individual differences#

A rate that may be too slow for one

student may be too fast for another#

The question remains as

to the harmful•effects or wasted time involved in typing to
music as compared to the benefits derived.

An alternative

would be for the teacher to describe, explain, and demonstrate
typing rhythm on a machine and pace students in typing selected
exercises*

The teacher must understand the concept of desira¬

ble typing rhythm in order to teach and demonstrate correct
touch and stroking.
Drills used in the classroom must be the type that
will produce the greatest results in the shortest possible
time#

Distributing practice over a wide variety of material

produces better results than an equal amount of time spent on
a few words or sentences#

A slightly different response is
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necessary when a key has to be combined with other keys in a
variety of patterns due to the letter sequences in words*
The more practice the student has on a wide variety of material
the easier it will be for him to respond to sequences of let¬
ters that arise in any material.

Drills that crowd the stimu¬

lus and response close together will bring about rapid responses
in skill*

Dictation drills can be an effective aid in forcing

a response because the student is challenged to type the letter
or word as quickly as possible after he hears it*

Recommendations
The implications of skill building for the various
offerings in beginning typewriting are many*

It will be nec¬

essary for typev/riting teachers to become well acquainted with
and understand the principles of learning and skill building*
This will enable him to apply those methods and procedures
that will bring about the desired results in the shortest
possible time*

Any method used in the classroom must be con¬

sistent with the principles of skill building*

The typewriting

teacher, therefore, needs to keep abreast with the latest re¬
search and be able to translate these findings into effective
teaching methods*

Also, the typev/riting teacher has the

opportunity to carry on informal research in the typev/riting
classroom to determine more efficient ways of teaching and
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obtain better results.

This is especially true since the

student is challenged to do more in other areas of training
and, consequently, has less time to devote to learning the
valuable and lifelong skill of typev/riting#
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